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Mysterious figurine from Ecuador.

Photo by Herbert Eisengruber
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[Photo1] Bar Kochba silver Shekel/tetradrachm. Obverse: the JewishTemple facade with the
rising star, surrounded by "Shimon". Reverse:A lulav, the text reads: "to the freedom of
Jerusalem". SourceWikipedia; Photo: Classical Numismatic Group



[Photo 3] Kingdom of Pontus, MithradatesVI, c. 120 - 63 B.C.; Photo see [3]



[Photo 4] Ancient Celtic coin. Photos copyright Herbert Eisengruber

[Photo 5] A stylized Celtic coin.According to official sources, what is depicted
on this coin shows a stylized horse.The amazing thing seems to be that the
older the coin, the more stylized the depictions are.This contradicts the
devlopment of art among the cultures.Was it something else that the ancient
Celts showed on the coins? Photo copyright Herbert Eisengruber

[Photo 6] In this Celtic coin a stylized
horse can already be clearly seen. The
ball design of the horse suggest a strong
connection to astronomical motifs. Please
note the similarity of the Pleiades cluster
at the 7 o'clock position in comparison to
the Star Disk of Nebra
[Photo 7] below right.



[Photo 9] A spectacular Celtic coin with an unusual back. It shows an ancient structure likeWoodhenge, Goseck or Pömmelte on the bottom, the stars with a
MilkyWay reference above and a Starship/Sun-barge hovering above. What did this commorate? An ancient UFO sighting place? Did the Gods land here?

[Photo 8]TheWhite Horse of Uffington; SourceWikipedia



[Photo 10]The reconstructed site of Pömmelte, Germany. Source:Wikipedia; Photo: Frank Bothe

[Photo 11]The reconstructed site of Pömmelte, Germany. Source:Wikipedia; Photo: Georgfotoart



[Photo 12 (top)] Artists rendition of the scene depicted on the Celtic coin pictured in Photo 4. Illiustration
copyright Herbert Eisengruber, the MilkyWay shot source: wikipedia.
[Photo 13 (right)] Ancient coin featuring a strange flying object. Note the five "balls" to the right of the
abject, just like the balls depicted on ancient Celtic coins. Photo copyright: Herbert Eisengruber



PART 1



Photos 1&2; Different concepts of "Generation Spaceships". SourceWikipedia commons; Photos: NASA



Photo 3; Biosphere 2 Research Laboratory. Image source:Wikipedia commons,
Author: John de Dios



Photo 4; Cyclist carving. Photo: http://richard-seaman.com

Photo 5; Carving in El Baul Guatemala;
Unknown Photographer.



Photo 6: The plateau in Ollantaytambo, Peru. Photo Copyright Herbert Eisengruber

Photo 7: Enlargement of the green area of Photo 6. Please note the amount
of people standing in the photo. Photo Copyright Herbert Eisengruber



Photo 8: The plateau in Ollantaytambo, Peru. Photo Copyright Herbert Eisengruber



Photo 9; The Crystal Skull of Lubantuun in Belize; PhotoWikipedia/The
British Museum.



Photo 10: Scientific work in the Ancient Astronaut field is available. Like Lutz
Gentes' book "Raumfahrt im frühen Indien". Unforunately book sales go
down the "more scientific" the work is. Sales are crucial if you the authors
don't have the backing of major Universities.





In the PreHispanic Tradition of Chile
“Choike Pürun”: A Distant Echo of the MenGods

Symbolic associations in antiquity. Left:An inscription on a Roman ax from
Ephesus (present-dayTurkey) showing a winged deity carrying a staff.The
whole is surrounded by the Uroboros serpent. Right:A representation of a
winged man in the Araucanian tradition of the Choike Pürun or “Dance of
the Ostrich” (Anonymous photograph, undated).Are these winged men
reminiscences of the gods that descended from the firmament?



Left:A detail of the Sun Gate of Tiahuanaco: Notice the representations of the “bird-men” around the SupremeViracocha. Right:A “bird-man” in a textile of the
Paracas Culture.

Left:A winged man on a tablet from Sumer. Right:Tangata Manú, the mythical “bird-man” of Rapa Nui (Photograph of the Mana Expedition to Easter Island,
1913-1915).

The extraordinary similarity between distant cultural foci. Left:The “bird-men” in the ritual dance known as Choike Pürun or “Dance of the Ostrich” of the
Araucanians (Ca. 1960). Right:An anthropomorphic figure on the sarcophagus of the priestess NeutTaui in Egypt.



Left:The Choike Pürun in a Nguillatun ceremony in the San Ignacio area, near Las Coloradas, in the 30s of the 20th century (Photograph of the collection of the
Museo Histórico de Senillosa, in Neuquén,Argentina). Right:Another image of the Choike Pürun in the San Ignacio area (Photograph from the collection of the
Museo Histórico de Senillosa, in Neuquén,Argentina).

The altar of the Nguillatun of San Ignacio (Photograph of the collection
of the Museo Histórico de Senillosa, in Neuquén,Argentina).

Dancers of the Choike Pürun with body paint:They are an evocation of the
“bird-men” of the Araucanian sacred tradition (Photograph by Claude M.
Janvier, 1930).





Pisaq in Peru is a Inca site high in the Andes. It features some fine Incan
stone masonry and is worth a visit. Photo Copyright Herbert Eisengruber
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